3D Structured Liquid/Gas Diffusion Layers with Flow Enhanced Microchannels for Proton Exchange Membrane Electrolyzers
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3. Unveiling mass transport issues: Bubble Blockage in Electrode/PEM interface

4. Method: Wet etching technique for PTL fabrication (ORNL)

5. Results: Performance and Bubble dynamics

- The long-term gas blockage of PTL/TTLGDL pores under BP lands is resolved by the developed flow enhanced liquid/gas diffusion layer (FELGDL).
- FELGDL achieved a hydrogen production efficiency increase of 7.9% at 6 A/cm².
- The mass transport limitation is extended 42.9% at 6 A/cm² and water flow rate of 20 mL/min.
- The produced gas can be periodically removed from the pores under BP lands.
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